Board Meeting was held at: The Community Building, 100 Community Place, Crownsville, MD 21032

Board meeting commenced at 6:00pm.

Present for the board was: John Michel – Vice Chairman, Bryan Fischer and Carol Loveless. Jacques Cowan was absent.

Present for DPSCS was: Stevi Ambrose, Administrator and F. Todd Taylor, Jr – Executive Director.


1) The Minutes to the meeting for March 05, 2019 were read into the record and approved by the Board.

2) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99554. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

3) A hearing was held for applicant 438-100067. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

4) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99874. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

5) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99701. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

6) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99904. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

7) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99451. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

8) A hearing was held for applicant 438-99675. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board REVERSES the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.
9) The applicant **438-99725-A** was a failure to appear. Therefore the original decision of the MSP is **SUSTAINED**.

10) A motion to close meeting was made by C. Loveless, seconded by B. Fischer at 9:05 pm. The motion was approved by J. Michel, B. Fischer, and C. Loveless. The meeting was closed to hear case numbers **438-92485-A**, **438-72629-B**, **438-102266** and **438-99721**.

   The following cases were held in a closed meeting pursuant to section 3-305b(13) of the GENERAL PROVISIONS code because items involving privacy, security and other statutory information of the individual applicant were considered.

11) A hearing was held for applicant **438-92485-A**. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board **MODIFIED** the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

12) A hearing was held for applicant **438-72629-B**. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board **MODIFIED** the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

13) A hearing was held for applicant **438-99721**. By a vote of 3 to 0, the board **MODIFIES** the decision of the Secretary of the MSP and orders the issuance of a non-restricted permit except where prohibited by law.

14) Applicant **438-102266** became ill during the evening’s meeting. The request to postpone was granted by the Board and will be re-scheduled for a future hearing.

15) **There being no other business to be discussed in a closed session a motion to return to a public session was made by C. Loveless, seconded by B. Fischer, and approved by J. Michel, B. Fischer and C. Loveless.**

16) The decisions made during the closed session hearings were read in a public setting by acting Chairman/Vice Chairman, John Michel.

17) **There being no other business a motion to adjourn was made at 10:05pm by B. Fischer, seconded by C. Loveless and approved by J. Michel, B. Fischer, and C. Loveless.**

Prepared by Stevi Ambrose, HPRB Administrator